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From May 23rd-26th 2019, European citizens across the 
continent will go to the ballot box to determine the shape 
of the European Parliament for the next five years (2019-
2024). With the ongoing membership crisis of the United 
Kingdom and internal disputes over the rule of law posing a 
challenge to efforts to improve European unity and 
integration, as well as surges in populist and nationalist 
sentiment across the Union, the May 2019 elections will be 
fundamental in determining the face of Europe. Whilst most 
Czech political parties focus – understandably – on pressing 
existential considerations, it is worth assessing where they 
stand on the more fundamental issues of the rule of law, 
good governance and justice. 

Political Programmes 

ANO 
ANO’s policies on the rule of law are focussed on 

addressing what ANO considers external threats to the 
internal balance of the Czech legal system. Combating 
illegal migration, human trafficking and smuggling, 
reforming the Common European Asylum System, rejecting 
EU legislation that has not been subject to “proper impact 
analysis” and generally minimising regulations limiting the 
private sector seem to be the cornerstones of ANO’s 
manifesto where it comes to law and justice. Precious little 
is said about reforming the existing judiciary or legal 
system; indeed, in common with ANO’s manifesto overall, 
much more is said about the Czech Republic’s relationship  
 

 

with the EU rather than addressing internal issues specific 
to the Czech Republic. It is clearly apparent that from ANO’s 
point of view, there is more to be said about reforming the 
EU’s legal mechanisms – particularly where classic 
controversial issues such as migration quotas are concerned 
– than there is about improving the domestic situation vis-
à-vis the rule of law and the Czech judiciary. 

ODS 
The ODS manifesto on the rule of law is limited. 

Strengthening external border controls and cooperation 
between Member Sate intelligence services and police 
forces to counter organised crime, illegal migration and 
terrorism are core to their manifesto. Similarly, as in 
common with many other major Czech parties, a firm 
rejection of common asylum and migration policies – 
particularly where they involve mandatory migrant 
redistribution quotas – is clearly apparent. Otherwise, the 
ODS manifesto focuses more on issues of integration within 
Schegen and areas related to defense – in keeping with 
their conservative principle ‘Zachovejme a posilujme to, co 
se osvědčilo’ (Preserve and strengthen what works), there 
is little in the way of substantive, revolutionary policy 
regarding the rule of law. 

Pirate Party 
Transparency, accessibility, accountability and efficacy 

are at the core of the Pirate Party’s manifesto for law and 
justice. The dominance of the executive arm of the 
European institutions – the Commission – over the 
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legislative arm (the Parliament) is specifically targeted by 
the Pirates as a problem area ripe for change. The Pirates 
strongly advocate for a shift in the balance of power toward 
the legislative arm of the European institutions, in keeping 
with their policies regarding greater accountability and 
democratic good practice. In this vein, the Pirates also call 
for greater involvement of EU citizens in legislative 
measures, with the aim of increasing participation in 
political debate and decision-making through online 
mechanisms for proposing and discussing legislative 
amendments.   

KDU-ČSL 
With representative democracy, subsidiarity and 

solidarity taking prime place in their EU manifesto KDU-ČSL 
views justice and law through the lens of Czech citizens’ 
interaction with, and representation within, the European 
institutions. In particular, KDU-ČSL argues for meeting 
Czech citizens’ expectations through the reform of the EU 
institutions’ budgets, particularly by slimming down the 
institutions and reducing excessive administrative and legal 
expenditure. It is notable that KDU-ČSL purports to promote 
a reduction in excessive bureaucracy within the European 
Parliament, a budget that more closely reflects citizens’ 
expectations and EU priorities, and better law enforcement 
across the EU; yet little in the way of mechanisms to achieve 
these targets are concretely outlined, and there is no clear 
roadmap for how KDU-ČSL might deliver on its stated goals. 

ČSSD 
ČSSD’s manifesto is somewhat prone to rhetoric, in 

particular where the rule of law is concerned. Whilst it 
advocates strongly for the role of the Czech Republic in the 
EU as a beneficiary of EU integration, in particular devoting 
a whole section to tackling myths around what the 
departure of the Czech Republic from the EU might really 
entail, otherwise it is apparent that the usual concerns – 
enshrinement of Member State sovereignty, refusal to 
accept migrant redistribution quotas passed down by 
Brussels and increased transparency and leanness of EU 
legislation – are all well represented. ČSSD’s call for 
improved regulation on arms control – not outright bans – 

is notable, particularly as it proposes Czech legislation in the 
area as an inspiration for other Member States. 

SPD 
Whilst on other policy issues sans migration the SPD 

manifesto is notably vague, on the subject of law and justice 
it is rather more targeted. It is particularly apparent that the 
SPD purports to champion direct democracy– in common 
with many other far-right political parties across Europe -  
but where it stands out is in calling for the end of the 
“unreformable” European Union  and a return to the pre-
Maastricht Treaty period. Whilst this is extremely unfeasible, 
it is notable that a future referendum on Czech membership 
of the Union is, unsurprisingly, a focal point of the SPD 
manifesto. Otherwise, par for the course for the SPD – the 
familiar bugbears of illegal migration, non-adoption of the 
euro (something of a non-issue in the current political 
climate) and rejection of further integration with the Union 
form the basis of the SPD manifesto. 

Allies for Europe 
Where law and justice is concerned, transparency and 

accountability appear to be paramount for the Allies. In 
particular, the fair and transparent allocation of EU subsidies 
for regional developmental programmes is an area the Allies 
mark for improvement; similarly battling corruption over the 
embezzlement and misallocation of EU funding is given 
prime position in the Allies’ manifesto, with the Allies 
advocating for the creation of a financial intelligence unit 
within Europol specifically mandated to target corruption 
across the Union. Notably, the Allies also support much 
deeper integration with the EU institutions in the areas of 
democratic control and anti-corruption activities, 
particularly where disclosing the activities and influence of 
interest groups and lobbyists at the highest political level – 
both domestically in the Czech Republic and in the wider 
European institutions – are concerned. 

HLAS 
The HLAS manifesto is brief but focussed on core 

issues within the wider field of the rule of law. Largely 
concerned with external threats to Union – and Czech – 
security, it pays particular attention to the role Frontex plays 
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in border security and to the issues of cybersecurity and 
data protection, and in the case of the latter two, the 
resultant concerns raised over the issues of civil rights and 
individual freedoms. HLAS calls for a stronger application of 
the European System of Travel Information and 
Authorisation, whilst strengthening Frontex’s capacity to 
protect Member State borders and increasing cooperation 
with Europol in combating organised crime within the Union. 
Data protection, particularly where personal data of 
individuals is concerned, must be protected adequately, 
although not at the expense of creating a ‘disproportionate 
administrative burden’ on SMEs and ‘comparable entities. 
Similarly – like other Czech parties – HLAS is in favour of 
reducing EU regulations on internal market barriers and 
transparency of decision-making processes, with improved 
anti-corruption endeavours to be coordinated with the EU 
institutions. HLAS is very outspoken in its support for 
improved cooperation with the European institutions in the 
field of law, acknowledging the potential the Czech Republic 
has for influencing decision-making at the highest level in 
the EU, whilst also attempting to reduce over-regulation by 
Brussels, paving the way for greater involvement of Czech 
citizens in the EU legislative process (notably and laudably 
through the European Citizens’ Initiative). 

KSČM 
Whilst the KSČM manifesto cannot be criticised for 

brevity, it is possible that it might be adversely regarded for 
overreaching goals that do not reflect the reality of the 
current political situation in Europe. Calling for a return to 
the pre-Treaty of Lisbon state of the Union, KSČM calls for 
the strengthening of citizens’ roles in the legislative process, 
specifically through the reformation of the EU institutions to 
provide greater electoral accountability and to rely more 
heavily on referenda on core issues. Whether or not this is 
a realistic position is possibly subjective; what is apparent 
is that despite calling for positive reform in social, political 
and legal frameworks, there is not much in the way of a 
roadmap in the KSČM manifesto for tackling distinctively 

Czech issues in the domestic sphere before heading on to 
tackling the issue of European reform. Otherwise, the ‘usual 
suspects’ in EU election manifestos are all apparent – 
increased transparency and accountability, a reduction in 
the number of EU officials, improving public awareness of 
the obligations, rights and benefits entailed by Union 
membership – and of course a significant increase in 
funding for social cohesion mechanisms, including balancing 
social disparities, harmonizing living standards across the 
Union and protecting public services from either excessive 
governmental involvement or private sector encroachment. 
All laudable goals – but the KSČM manifesto does not 
provide a suitable roadmap for their attainment, nor does it 
truly seem to address uniquely Czech issues at the domestic 
level. 

Evaluation 

It is apparent that the majority of Czech parties largely 
support the reformation of the existing EU legal framework 
through slimming down excess legislation and repetitive 
mechanisms, with the aims of promoting transparency, 
access to legal support and better integration of existing 
European legislation. Improved regulation and leaner 
administrative structures are also common themes. 
However, these are issues that might be found in the 
manifestos of most political parties in the majority of 
Member States ahead of the May elections. There are 
outliers – in particular, HLAS’ endeavour promoting 
awareness of the EU legal framework and Czech 
contributions to it, and the worrying rhetoric employed by 
SPD over migratory concerns – but the common 
denominator of the domestic manifestos of the Czech 
parties on the issue of the rule of law is very much ‘business 
as usual’.  
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